
CULTURAL INTEGRATION IN MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

The key reason for the failure of so many mergers and acquisitions? Culture clash. Companies' values and ways of
working are just too.

Cultural integration, or a lack thereof, however, will not stop a proposed transaction from taking place. Other
key elements include the correct valuation 31 percent , an effective due diligence plan 18 percent , and the
general economic environment 11 percent. You also need them to feel secure in their job and valued in their
position. Reputations are on the line. Attempt to build consensus through social media such as SharePoint,
Yammer and help overcome disparity and arrive at agreements. Establish a communications council - Bring
together key functional leaders to navigate the communication requirements, frequency, and talking points that
need to be conveyed to the organization. This is a time of coming together and taking the best that both
organizations have to offer. In general, many of the important post-close issues will be revealed during due
diligence. Rest assured your email will never be shared. And neglecting how a merger will affect your people
can lead to many problems down the road. A cultural assessment will uncover similarities, as well as
differences, that will impact integration efforts and strategic objectives. I am not saying culture cannot be a
very negative factor, however it often is, especially when little or poor culture due diligence is performed.
Mergers, such as those between AOL and Time Warner and Sprint and Nextel, for example, collapsed in part
due to significant cultural differences between the parties which emerged post-close. As such, integration
teams should be deployed early in the acquisition process. Experienced communications or change
management professionals can also help establish the dominant culture in the new organisation. Define the
new culture - Using collaborative software and social media, attempt to isolate the key cultural elements
desired in the new merged company. One of the most important mechanisms is a questionnaire or survey,
notes Mr Billing, adding that the nature of modern surveys is quite different from previous years. There should
be a systemic, sequential, tactical communications plan with a set timeline for full integration and
measurement to gauge the buy-in. These cultural norms may spread across jurisdictional boundaries and help
inform how that company interacts with stakeholders and competitors alike. Only a few cultural differences
usually carry enough voltage to impact the bottom line. The lens for what cultural aspects remain should be
results. Senior management might be tempted to take their eye off the ball, given the amount of work required
to make any deal successful and the time pressures applied to any post-merger integration period. Redesign
HR programs and practices. Measurement and benchmarking - To demonstrate success and report on progress,
it is important to conduct benchmark research to assess the understanding and progress over time. In addition,
consider ongoing measurements rather than singular moments in time on a calendar. It also enables
organisations to tweak their integration plan accordingly. Getting that commitment from an executive team
usually takes time. Employees must know what is changing within their organisation. Benchmarking can help
companies demonstrate successes and report on progress. What are the main factors driving deal makers?
With adequate leadership and the requisite resources, there should be no reason for cultural integration to fail.
Where are they not aligned? Many failures can be traced to a lack of preparation. When external changes
happen, for example when a new generation of customers and employees emerges, the company has to
change. I agree to have my personal information transfered to MailChimp more information It's free and I will
never give away, trade or sell your email address. Employees may feel confused or unsure about what the
future holds. And uncertainty can undercut the upsides of the deal.


